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Modesto

Hauptwerk
The Christian Müller organ of the Grote of Sint-Bavo 
Kerk in Haarlem? Or the Marcussen-organ of the Grote of 
Sint-Laurenskerk in Rotterdam? Mixtuur and Hauptwerk™ 
can make the impossible a reality, enabling you to play the 
organs of your dreams, in high fidelity, right in your own 
living room or studio!

How does it work? 
Hauptwerk™ is a powerful software program based on 
MIDI that enables you to load sample sets from organs 
that have been meticulously sampled. The sound of each 
individual pipe of the sampled organ has been individually 
recorded — including the attack transient of the pipe, the 
development of the note, and the release. The result is a 
vibrant sound. This also means a staccato note will sound 
different from the same note played legato. Hauptwerk™ 
produces a highly realistic sound rendering, ensuring that 
you will truly experience the organ.

Virtually limitless possibilities
Whereas the original organs have their natural limits, 
Hauptwerk™ transcends them. You can easily change the 
organ’s temperament or pitch without having to adjust 
each pipe individually. Furthermore, you can have multiple 
sample sets on a single organ, from Baroque to Romantic. 
There are currently sample sets from hundreds of organs 
available. You can just as easily play Bach on a Silbermann 
as you can Franck on a Cavaillé-Coll; Hauptwerk™ makes it 
all possible. In short: play and experience music the way it 
was intended!

The result
Playing a Mixtuur organ is always a delight. And you 
needn’t keep it to yourself, because with Hauptwerk™ you 
can easily make your own recordings in CD quality, or as 
MIDI files, to share your music with family and friends. A 
Mixtuur organ gives you the ultimate opportunity to expe-
rience your music at home!
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Mixtuur Modesto
The Modesto is a modest organ, but it has a majestic sound that will fill any living room 
or studio. The Modesto is available in versions with two, three or four manuals and 
produced in natural oak as standard, with other colours and woods available. The organ 
has five premium speakers, with three power amplifier. Combined with the advanced 
Digital Signal Processor (DSP) designed in-house by Mixtuur Orgels, the result is the 
best possible sound.

Easy operation
The touchscreen allows you to operate the Hauptwerk™ software with ease. Optionally, 
a second screen can be added. Each sample-set builder has their own layout, giving 
you the experience of truly being in the presence of the original organ. The organ 
also has a small touchscreen for an extra menu. All of the organ’s features are easily 
accessible through the menu; with options, for example, to adjust the temperament or 
reverb (virtual listening position), or to make your own recordings (in MIDI or audio). 
Knowledge of Hauptwerk™ is not required!

Sophisticated technology
Mixtuur Orgels goes further than other suppliers. The menu touchscreen was developed 
in-house by Mixtuur Orgels and provides optimal control over your organ. This 
touchscreen works seamlessly with the Hauptwerk™ software, making use a breeze. 
In this stylish organ case, the Modesto’s audio sounds ideal. The intelligent positioning 
of the speakers within the organ case combined with our own audio technology means 
that you can count on a perfect result.

Ultimate experience
With the Modesto, Mixtuur offers you the ultimate music experience in your living 
room. Thanks to the many available options, the organ can be fully tailored according to 
your needs. Make a no-obligation  appointment to come play, listen to and experience 
the organ for yourself. We’d love to show you the possibilities.

The
unmistakable
sound of  
Mixtuur

“ “
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Mixtuur Orgels
Mixtuur Orgels has been at the forefront of 
Hauptwerk™, audio technology and MIDI 
consoles for many years now. Mixtuur Orgels 
was there since the very introduction of 
Hauptwerk™ in the Netherlands. With a 
production hall in Veenendaal and a showroom 
in de Stad Klundert, the former Church of Saint 
John the Baptist, Mixtuur Orgels has been an 
official Hauptwerk™ dealer for the Benelux 
since 2007.

Why Mixtuur?
Mixtuur builds organs for individuals, 
churches and concert halls. Models vary from 
standardised organs to tailored instruments. 
All Mixtuur organs are developed, constructed 
and tested fully in-house, using proprietary 
technologies developed by Mixtuur to 
harmonise seamlessly with the Hauptwerk™ 
software. Besides the organs themselves, we 
manufacture all audio components such as 
amplifiers and speakers in-house, guaranteeing 
the optimal sound experience for your dream 
organ!

Mixtuur quality 
By constructing our own instruments and 
audio components, we are able to guarantee 
the highest possible quality for every customer. 
At an affordable price, too: comparable audio 
systems from other manufacturers tend to be 
far more expensive. This also means we can 
provide you with superior service; we can be 
certain that we’ll always be able to help you 
— now and in the future — since we’re not 
dependent on other suppliers.

Customer satisfaction
Mixtuur Orgels believes strongly that 
customers should be able to enjoy their organs 
with complete satisfaction and no worries. 
That’s why Mixtuur Orgels guarantees the 
quality of its instruments and audio, providing 
a 5-year warranty.

The authentic sound 
of famous organs 

performed by your 
Mixtuur organ
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Your dreamorgan
Would you prefer plastic manuals with wooden cores, or actual wooden manuals? Or would you like the ability to stream 
music to your organ? No problem! We offer a range of unique options, allowing you to get everything you desire out of your 
instrument. Let us build the organ of your dreams!

Manuals

Bench

Colour wood finish:

Light Oak (standard)

Colour option

Oak in various colours
Cherry wood or Cherry wood patina
RAL colours
CBM wood colours
Satin colours
Gloss colours
Wood stain colours
Basedon wood sample
Overige optie:

Adjustable desk
Divisible organ case

The organ case

Bench (standard) | Option: Bench with storage compartment | Height-adjustable bench | Bench in “French style”

Fatar synthetic keyboard (standard)

Option:

Synthetic with a wooden core
Wooden covering with a wooden core
Brands:

Fatar
Schwindler
UHT
Laukhuff
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Speaker sets

PC configuration
PC system with Intel I7 processor and 32GB internal memory (Standard)
Hauptwerk advanced  (Standard)

Option:

Hexa-core system with 64 Gb internal memory
Extra SSD-drive

Mixtuur 3-way standing speaker with double bass
Mixtuur Omnidirectional speaker
Mixtuur 2-way speaker (optional on stand)

Mixtuur Subwoofer (passive radiator)

Standard in Oak. Colours on request

Pedalboard

Pistons

External connections
2 headphone jacks (Standard)

Ethernet (Standard)

USB 2.0/3.0 (Standard)

16 thumbpistons on the bottom 
manual (Standard)

Option:

Thumbpistons on extra manual
Toe piston (per unit)

Option:

Surround output (balanced)

Surround output (amplified)

Audio output (balanced)

Apple bluetooth
Android bluetooth

30-note straight in Light Oak (Standard)

Option:

30-note Concave
32- note Concave
30- note Raco
32- note Raco
AGO Pedalboard

Colour option:

White upperkeys
Black upperkeys
Wengé upperkeys

Optional  FEATURES

Specifications Modesto

Manuals 2 3 4

Touchscreens 2 2 2

Height 165 cm 170 cm 178 cm

Width 157 cm 157 cm 157 cm

Depth (incl. Pedalboard) 104 cm 104 cm 104 cm

Number of speakers 5 5 5

Digital amplifiers 180W 3 3 3
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